Sports—
Action Done in Sports & Activities
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Action Done in Sports & Activities

Sports and activities require physical actions and movements to allow people to play and meet their objectives during a game or practice. Actions are also part of sports and activities to help practice a person’s development in specific skills and experience.
Action Done in Activities & Sports:
* trick
* play

Action Done in Sports:
* win/won
* swung
* pitch

Action Done in Activities & Sports
A trick is an act that magicians do to entertain people.
The runner believes he can *win* the race.
The runner achieved his dream and *won* the race.
The baseball player *swung* the bat at the ball to score a homerun.
A *pitch* was thrown to strike out the batter.

*Image of Taiki Higa throws a pitch during a friendly baseball game against Marine Corps Community Services teams, and local teams from Ginowan-city, Okinawa, Japan. This image has been released into public domain due to a work of the U.S. federal government.*
A *play* was made to score a touchdown for the home team.
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Sports People
Types of Sports & Sports Locations

There are many different kinds of sports for people to explore their interests. Tennis, swimming, and soccer are just a few sports that are either for individual or team play. In addition, sports locations are a key element in playing any kind of sport. Sports can be played in many different environments. Both indoor and outdoor sports require courts or fields which help determine the rules for each sport.
Types of Sports:
* tennis
* swim
* soccer

Sports Locations:
* diamond (baseball)
* court (basketball & tennis)
* pool
A tennis match consists of two players either serving or receiving the ball until the play is finished to gain a point.
The contestants are required to either swim the breaststroke, butterfly, backstroke, or freestyle.
soccer
(soc-­‐cer)

*Soccer* is a team sport that involves passing and kicking the ball down the field in order to score a goal.
A baseball field is also known as a *diamond* field because of its shape.
court (basketball, tennis)
court, bas-ket-ball, ten-nis)

A basketball *court* can be an inside or outside environment.
A swimming pool is a place to practice and play many swimming activities such as water polo, synchronized swimming, and swimming competitions.
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Sports People
Objective of Sports Games

Having an objective while playing sports teaches players to work together as a team. These objectives set up goals and demonstrate the team’s improvement.
Objective of Sports Game

Used in All Sports:
  * victory
  * triumph

Used in Some Sports:
  * defense
  * goal
victory
(vic-to-ry)

The *victory* was celebrated by accepting a first place trophy.

Image of members from the active duty women's team on Fort Bragg, N.C., raise their trophy for winning the best team time in the Army Ten-Miler race. This image has been released into public domain due to a work of the U.S. federal government.
triumph
(tri-umph)

The team’s triumph was a wonderful celebration.
A goalie plays *defense* by blocking the ball from going into the goal.
A soccer goal is where players try to score points in order to win the game.
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Sports & Activities

Sports can be recreational or competitive in which they are activities for people to enjoy. Recreational sports are developed as hobbies for people to play leisurely. While, competitive sports involves a lot of commitment and discipline.
Activities:
* recreation
* magic

Sports:
* sports
* competition
* game

Sports & Activities
Performing *magic* tricks is a fun activity to demonstrate in front of an audience.
There are a variety of sports that people explore and learn to find out their own interests.
A *competition* was scheduled for the Tae Kwon Do martial art’s competitors.
The hockey *game* ended with the opposing team scoring a goal within the last quarter.
recreation
(rec-re-a-tion)

Playing with Legos is a *recreational* activity in which a person can build many different things.
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Sports People
Sport & Play Objects

Items that children tend to play with come in many shapes and sizes. These items are called toys which often include dolls. Toys allow children to express their creativity and the freedom of developing their own imagination.
Sport & Play

Objects:
* toy
* doll

Sport & Play Objects

Objects:
* target
* bow
* arrow
* bat
* ball
* net
The child enjoys playing with her toy outside of the house.
The child enjoys having tea parties with the entire *doll* family.
target
(tar-get)

A target is used to help practice skills in aiming and hitting the mark.
The boy uses a *bow* and an *arrow* to shoot at a target.
Sports Equipment

A player uses a bat to swing at the baseball.
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A player kicked the soccer ball to his teammate to move and pass it across the field.
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The basketball went into the net, giving two points to the team.
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Sports People

There are many different kinds of sport players or athletes. A few sports have various positions for players to play a role in, and people can choose to learn and practice these roles.
Sports People:
* team
* captain
* goalie
* pitcher
* catcher
The team poses for a group photo after winning their last game of the season.
captain (cap-tain)

A captain is a leader of the team.
A goalie’s job is to protect the goal from the opposing team’s offense.
The *pitcher* stands at the mound as he gets ready to pitch the ball at the batter.
catcher
(catch-er)

The catcher’s job is to protect the home plate from the opposing team.